Clear or cloudy, sweet as April showering

#21 from The Second Book of Songs or Ayres

John Dowland

* Editor's note - Yes, these should be pronounced as "-duh".
growing, - In weeds as into herbs and

trimmed,* - in best attire of compleat beauty's

showering, - Smooth or frowning, - so is her face to

be trimmed, in best attire of compleat beauty's

growing, In weeds as into herbs and flow -

me, Pleased or smiling like mild May all

height, Her love again like summer's days be

flowers, And sees of service divers sorts of

me, Pleased or smiling like mild May all

height, Her love again like summer's days be

ers, And sees of service divers sorts of

me, Pleased or smiling like mild May all flower-

height, Her love again like summer's days be

ers, And sees of service divers sorts of sown-
flowering, when sky's blue silk and meadows
sowing, Some happily seeming and some

dimmed, With little clouds of doubtful

flowering, when sky's blue silk and meadows
sowing, Some happily seeming and some

be dimmed, With little clouds of doubtful, of doubtful,

be dimmed, When sky's blue silk, blue silk and meadows car-

be dimmed, With little clouds of doubtful, of doubtful con-

sowing, Some happily seeming, seeming and some be-

sowing, Some happily seeming and some be-

be dimmed, When sky's blue silk and meadows
car-pets be, Her speeches notes of
constant faith, Her trust, her doubt like

be ing yours, Rain on your herbs and

constant faith, Her trust, her doubt like rain and

be ing yours, Rain on your herbs and flowers that

pets be, Her speeches notes of that night
constant faith, Her trust, her doubt

be ing yours, Rain on your herbs

constant faith, Her trust, her doubt

be ing yours, Rain on your herbs

be ing yours, Rain on your herbs
flowers that truly serve, and let your weeds lack dew and duly -

but light - ning to mine

who thought all sweet, yet jar ring - notes out ring -

light - ning to mine

who thought all sweet, but jar ring - notes out ring -

light - ning to mine

who thought all sweet, but light - ning to mine

light - ning to mine

who thought all sweet, but light - ning to mine

light - ning to mine

who thought all sweet, but light - ning to mine

light - ning to mine

who thought all sweet, but light - ning to mine
starve. Rain on your starve.
eyes. Her trust, her eyes.
eth. Her speech - es -eth.
starve. Rain on your starve.
eyes. Her trust, her eyes.
eth. Her speech - es -eth.
starve. Rain on your starve.